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I " ITRDDUCrIclq

The desire for the establishment of a national growth policy has
been expressed through many forums. One of the most recent expressions
is contained in Title VII of the Housing and Urban Development Act of
1970: Urban Growth and New Conninity Development. 1/ In this Act
Congress declared, among other things, that a contiKuation of already
institutionalized urban growth patterns would lead to undesirable land
uses, increasing polarization of the population by incare and race,
decreasing city eniploynent opportunities along with an eroding central
city tax base, and further increases in cm-muting distances. Taken in
sum, the effects of continued past develoatent patterns would likely
reinforce urban sprawl (along with leapfrogging) and restrict the
living and working opportunities of a large segment of the population.

Against this perceived background, Congress established in 1968,
and strengthened in 1970, a new carznunities program, designed to pronote
better patterns of urban developnent. The operational feature was the
provision of financial assistance to private and public developers
because it was felt that the costs of land acquisition and development,
on a scale coicrensurate with the objectives of the Act, deterred new
coranunity formation.

This paper is concerned with the development of policy options for
BUD regarding new crnmunities within the context of a national growth
policy concept and in tents of achieving the goals and objectives of
Title VII. The options develcpad in this paper are classified according
to a scale of Federal involvement in new ccmirinities develcpi-,ents. They
range from the co-nplete absence of Federal involvement to an active
stance involving direct Federal participation in new town development
with some goverrm-Lent control over coinitunity size and industrial location.
It should be noted at the outset that currently the Department is not
accepting new applications for Title VII assistance and that the short
run viability of many coirreunities is in doubt.

The discussion of options is preceded by sections dealing with an
examination of actual problems to which new camnunities policy is
directed, the goals and objectives of Title VII, including a discussion
of the justification for each of the major objective areas, and the
interrelationship between Title VII arid other programs that inpact
upon national growth problems. These sections incorporate, wherever
appropriate, the findings of the recently carpletei OPAE new conraunities
evaluation report.

1/	 Public Law 91-609, 84 Stat. 1971; 42 USC 4501; Part A, Sections 701 -
703.
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The penultimate section of this paper discusses the major policy
options involved in defining the appropriate Federal role in new
camiunity development. This section provides cohesion between policy
development and program evaluation through the use of evaluation infor-
mation in the description of the advantages and disadvantages of the
different options. Here again, the OPPJE evaluation report is used as
a major input in option formulation. The final section contains our
recommendation for the future arse of the new catninities program.

It is important to note that the policy options presented in this
paper are related to the general direction and scope of the Title VII
program. As such, many current or site-specific questions are Un-
addressed. The most irportant 'short-run' issue not treated in the
policy options concerns the default probabilities of particular guaranteed
new ntunities. Clearly, there are several approaches or policy options
for handling the Limediate financial problems of some new colinmitics
ranging from a "through the wringer" stratecy involving foreclosure where
mortgagors go into default, on one extreme, to additional government
guarantees or loans, or perhaps even supplemental grants, to cover
short-run cash flow probleirs on the other extreme. In contrast, the
policy options presented here focus on the long-run viability of the
cariminities (irrespective of the current or short-term financial plights
of particular developers or builders) and the extent to which these
coirniunities generate meaningful social benefits, Of course, the two
sets of issues are not unrelated, as the appropriate policy mix for
dealing with ixrending defaults may depend in part on perceptions about
long-run financial and social viability. The focus of our study, however,
is to discern whether the Federal Government should be involved in new
conmity development in the long-nut, and if so, what form Federal
involvement should assume.

Other issue areas not addressed here include the appropriate level
and type of additional slxport for new wrinamities, should that option
be chosen, the relative iterits of satellite, free standing, grath
center, and new towns-in-town new communities, the appropriate level
of state and local responsibilities for new ccimrunity development, and
the administrative process within the New Catmunities Administration.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF TITlE VII LEGISIATIG'T

As noted earlier, Title VII was envisioned as an ingredient of a
national growth policy. In operational language, it was hoped the new

ftninities program would lead to alterations in land use patterns,
the establishment of economically viable, self-contained new towns,
and well-balanced coanmitics in terms of racial and income mixes. As
such, the New Communities Act is not a housingogram, per se, but may
be justifiable anyway, in a housing sense, if it provides more housing
than would otherwise exist or provides good housing to groups for wham
it would otherwise not be available. The main objectives of the Act,
however, deal much more directly with the questions of "sthere people
live" and "who will live there" than they do with questions of "in what
will they live" and "hai much will they pay."

The first statement in the Act confirms the relationship between
new coTCW1nitJes and national growth policy. "It is the policy of the
Congress and the purpose of this title to provide for the devalonient
of a national urban growth policy and to encourage the rational, orderly,
efficient, and economic growth . . . of our states . . . cities . . ."

Furthermore. Concress couched the major objectives of Title VII in
national growth policy language, not in housing program terms. 3/ For
example, Section 702(d) (1) states that the national urban grarth policy
should "fore patterns of urbanization and economic dovelopeent and
stabilization which offer a range of alternative locations and encourage
the wise and balanced use of physical and human resources . . ." It
seems clear, therefore, that decisions concerning (1) the future course
of the New Communities Program, and (2) the level or scale of Federal
xitnitrents to new connaniby develoxcent should be reads to conform with

the intent of the Act's main objectives of irpacting upon urban growth
patterns and practices.

Section 710 of Title VII provides irore specific and detailed
objectives and requirements of the Act. Among the general findings
listed by the Congress are that institutionalized patterns of urban
development (1) lessen e.irployrrcnt and business opportunities for
central city residents; (2) further racial-incare separations;
(3) result in inefficient and wasteful use of land resources; (4) limit

a/ mid., Sec. 7fl(b).
3/Ibid., Sec. 701(d).
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options for nuny people as to whore they nay live; and (5) increase
the distances between hcmas and work. Section 710 (f) responds to the
findings and purposes detailed above by providing financial assistance
to public and private developers in order to encourage the orderly
development of well-planned, diversified, and economically sound new
ccnmunities. The same section requires, among other things, that
assisted new town developers provide an increase in available living
and work choices for all persons, particularly minority grow members.
In addition, Section 710(f) requires that Title VII - supported new
cvnrnunities "increase the capabilities of . . . the hombuilding
industry . . to utilize iriproved technology in producing the large
volume of well-designed, inexpensive housing needed to accommodate
population groith ht 4/ The section also encourages desirable innovation
in the delivery of physical, social,' and economic services.

Section 712 of Title VII also deals with specific objectives by
detailing eligibility requirements for new community developments. In-
dined in this section are requirements that the project requesting
assistance must help reverse migration from existing cities or rural
areas, must contribute to the welfare of the entire area affected by
the project, and must make substantial provision for 114111. In addition,
the project must make significant use of advences in de5I-1 and tncl -1_-;,
with respect to meterials, methods, and services, and mast be consistent
with comprehensive plans developed far the state and local areas in
which the project is located. According to Section 712, authorization
of eligibility rests with the Secretary.

It is important to note that the specific objectives and eligibilityrequirements are addressed to national graith policy issues as are the
general findings and purposes of the Act. This strengthens the hypothesis
that options for, and evaluation of, the New Corrmunitics Program should
be analyzed in terms of the contributions the program may make to the
developrrent of an overall national growth policy.

Rationale for Title VII Objectives

Policy decisions concerning the New Co.rnrenities Program should
begin with an investigation of the rationale for a Federal involvement
in new conminity development. A framework for this investigation emerges
from the folloning questions: To what extent does urban sprawl or us-
planned gro.ith	 osQ social costs that define a problem requiring






4/ Ibid., Section 710(f).
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Federal Government action? In other words, are there social problems
(or costs) associated with the predominant land use patterns in the
U.S. which are not fully perceived (or borne) by individuals presumably
acting in their own private interests, but which if reduced, would maize
people collectively batter off? Can a Federal new communities program
provide a better form of growth and confer unique benefits upon new
caauunities' residents or others at levels which justify program costs?

It appears that most of the policy relevant questions and the irain
themes contained in the goals and objectives of Title VII and elsewhere
can be categorized according to the following five major "justifications"
for Federal involvement.

1. Population Trends

A frequently used argument favoring a Federal presence in new
catnunity development centers around the cpactation of a growing and
migrating population. This argument appeared to intvlvo several popu-
lation trends. First, Congress e:ccected the total U.S. population would
increase by about 75 million parsons by the year 2000, 5/ an increase
which could not be absorbed, it was believed, by existi g U.S. metro-
politan areas without undue social and econanic costs.

Second, partially as a result of total population growth and
partially as a result of population migration due to racial problems,
neighborhood change, -n-II the deterioration of the existing urban housing
stock, the trend toward the unplanned sprawl of the population from
central city to suburzs would continue or accelerate. Third, the rural-
to-urban migration that has occurred for decades was viewed as a con-
tinuing phenomenon. Prior to the 1970 Census, it was believed by some
that th.e c:cected rate of population growth in the United States would
create the need for additional housing units beyond the building capacityof the private market. Moreover, it was expected that by the year 2000,70 percent of all uirnericans would live in metropolitan areas, 6/ com-
pared with 50 percent in 1960. There existed a feeling that continued
migration to cities would press the urban centers beyond capacity.
Finally, the flight to the suburbs was seen as a middle-class phenomenon,
generating few housing opportunities for the poor, particularly minorities,






5/ Ibid., Section 710(a).
/	 See, for exannie, Donald Canty, ed., The New City (N.Y.: Frederick A.

Praeger for Urban Nnerica Inc., 1969).
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who would be left behind in large cities with declining tax bases, with
job opportunities that often do not match their skills, and with a
deteriorating housing stock. The resultant legislative decisions,
therefore, rested not only upon the conventional wisdom concerning total
growth expectations, but also upon widely expected migration trends.

Although not couched in housing terms, Title VII was created
to respond in part to the expected need for additional housing under
the assumptions that 'new" urban areas were needed to acconncdate a
growing, migrating population, and that government assistance was neces-
sary in order to accumulate the capital needed to facilitate the "new
communities" solution.

Arguing against a firm conclusion favoring a Federal presence
in new ccnTLunity devolooment on these grounds, however, is the fact thatin very recent years, conditions for a zero nopulation growth rate have
been achieved. The obvious effect of this trend in population growth,
if it continues, will be to slow the increase in the quantity of housing
demanded in the future. In the short run, of course, the effect of this
trend nay be mitigated by the current rate of new household formations
and the time Jag between changes in fertility rates and the effect of
these changes on housing demand. i slow-do;n in population growth rates
now will not impact upon housing demand until some tine in the future
when current offspring reach household formation age.

Nonetheless, the 1970 census and recent fertility trends
support the notion that previous population orcwth excectations may
have been unrealistic. In fact, the Census Bureau has discarded past
population projections that were based on historical trends, and is
developing new projections that incorporate changing mobility patterns,
changes in the characteristics of new household formations, and the
declining birth rate. If, as is exoected, these new estimates show a
much smaller projected increase in total population, or a significantly
altered pattern of urban migrations (for instance, rural-to-urban
migration appears to be approaching an end), then the justification for
Federal intulvenent in population redistribution through a now coirmuni-
ties program will be weakened. The most recent data supplied by the
Census Bureau indicate that not only has the rural to urban migration
pattern ended but, in fact, a North and Midwest to the South pattern
has begun to emerge along with an urban to ox-urban trend that involves
movement from central cities to small tocvns beyond the borders of S?LAs.
It is possible thit if this trend continues, these small towns can
becare "new" towns without any Federal involvement or activity.
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The real question, then, is to determine the extent of
continuing migration and growth trends (is this alleged problem
underlying Title VII still serious) and then to draw upon past
develoLrant experiences to ask whether the private sector can be
relied iron to provide the housing needed in the future without a
Federal New Ccnnun3ties Program. In surrenry there are crinpelling
reasons to believe that the "population growth" rationale for Federal
involvement is now seriously weakened. It should be noted, however,
that even if the "population growth" rationale was still strong, the
new coxcnunity solution could be appropriate only if one or more of
the four remaining rationales discussed below are applicable.

2. Planned Groyth

One of the major tharres contained in Title VII concerns the
desire to replace tract development and urban sprawl with orderly
and planned urban growth. The irest critical subset of the planned
growth theme deals with land use patterns.

Underlying the importance Congress intended to place upon
planned growth are some of the eligibility requirements contained in
Section 712 of Titlovil, IncrdortoTon- elirib]cforaTitle v[I
guarantee, a proposed new ConTLunity mast show that it provides an
alternative to disorderly urban growth and that it is consistent with
any existing state or local jurisdiction comprehensive plans involvingthe sane general area in which the project is located.

The basis for this arginsnt centers around the proliferation
of suburban subdivision, tract development, and strip rnercial
developn-ent of the past twenty years. The alleged harmful results
of the' practices include inefiicient land uses, stratification of the
population along income and racial lines, and wasteful uses of natural
resources and the attendant environmental damage, These alleged harm-
ful effects, however, have not been documented.

The evaluation report reviews a study undertaken at the
University of North Carolina which is based on interviews with resi-
dents. Although residents of new communities appear slightly more
satisfied with their living arrangements than residents of less planned,
control group doveloprrcnt according to an overall index of resident
satisfaction, when specific comparisons are made regarding particolcr
aspects of the living enrivorument, with one or tp exceptions, residents
of new comunitie are about equally satisfied with these various aspects
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as the residents of the control group. Thus, the evidencefrom this study is mixed, but it seems fair to oDnclu-ie that there
is little evidence available to suggest that the more planned caitnuni-'
ties confer significantly greater perceived benefits upon residents.

Such planning benefits, however, may exist in the form of
lower development costs (leading to lower hare purchase prices) and
reduced environmental, damage. According to The Costs of Scrawl.2/
planned con:nunities foster higher density li5Thvthich in turn, leads
to less reliance upon automobile travel reducing air pollution to a
significant degree over the entire develoDnant area. In addition, since
planned, high density corarnnities leave relatively more land undeveloped,water pollution is reduced through less storm run-off and developmentcosts are reduced since relatively fewer acres require improvement and
hare construction.

Important, however, is that to date it is not clear that new
canriunities provide any benefits beyond those which can be provided
by planned unit develcerents with many of the same features as new
ctnn'unities. PUDs have been increasing rapidly in recant years, aided
by local changes in zoning ordinances, permitting more multi-use land
planning that carbines work places and residences in the same generalarea. 1:areover, PIJD5 have proliferated with only minimal Federal in-
volvenent. In sum, there is little to suggest that planned growth can
be achieved only through a federally-supported New Coaniunities Program.

3. Externalities

There are two ways to consider the benefits flowing from a
Title VII new crnTnunity. The first is to consider any benefits that
would accrue internally, i.e., to the residents, business firma, or
the developer of the new town. The second consideration of benefits
can be termed external, i.e., benefits that might accrue to the neighboringareas or to society in general.

It may be possible to justify a Fedeal role in new comxvanity
development if it can be established that in general, new carnanitiess
generate external societal benefits to an extent greater and mare cost-
efficiently than are generated through any other form of development.If this obtains, then influences that increase the incidence of new
towns, such as Federal grants or guarantees, may be justified.

77 Real Estate Research Corporation, The Costs of Scrawl April 1974.
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External benefits nay be classified into two kinds -- benefits
to neighboring co:taunites, which should be reflected in the value of
land prices in those carnninities, and benefits to society at large, the
linjor source of vthidn is the demonstration in a new conmunity of sane
innovative method of land use, econcznic, or social planning that can be
transferred to society at large. The Evaluation Report concluded that
local externalities do not justify Federal assistance, although no
systenmatic study of this question was undertaken, and few transferrable
innovations were found that could not have taken place in a different
Smaller scale type of ccmunity.

On the basis of the limited evidence now in hand, therefore,
it appear that the externality arginent holds little promise for a
justification of a Federal presence in new coranunity developuent.

4. Low and Moderate Incarte Housing

Title VII was quite specific in addressing itself to low and
moderate incane groups and racial minorities. Congress concluded that
a large portion of the nopulation did not have housing and corkolace
alternatives in proportion with those available to other secnlerts of
the popuJation. Consccjnent].y, in ouder to be elijible for Title VII
guarantees, developers had to agree to provide la; and moderate income
housing in such quantities as to guarantee a socia-economically balanced
connjnity.

There appears to be social costs attendant to the low incidence
of low incone families and minorities in the typical suburban subdivision
or tract development, involving restricted job opportunities, limited
housing. opportunities, and increased social stratification by race
and income. If the social costs of allowing past trends to continue
and of failing to provide an outlet to the major growth areas for urban
dwellers appear significant, and if new comnunitics can be sham to
reduce these costs significantly, then a rationale may exist for a
Federal presence in new conmcnity develolirent and/or central city
redevelopment.

The crucial low and moderate incane test for an active Federal
role in new conraunity development involves a demonstration that new

nainities, per se, can provide housing and benefits to these groosin a significantly greater amount then could be found in other forms
of growth or achieved through a transfer of Federal resources fran new
amynunities to other Federal programs designed to achieve economic and
racial mixing, such as ecpal housing opportunity enforce-7v-ant and Section 8
of the new Act. Our studies and field trips indicated that LMIIII to total
housing built in Title VII new towns have been in line with ccerritrintr;,
but that Federal supcort and monitoring will be necessary to achieve the
IMIJI goals. It is ixrporLint to note titut PUD'S private new town develor>-
nents, and other forms of suburban growth have not surpassed Title VII
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new towns in the provision of LMIH. In fact, of all fonns of growth
Title VII new towns possess the greatest potential for offering
neaningful alternatives to low and nerate incare families.

Several developments have frustrated the objective of creating
balanced caenunities which provide housing alternatives for all income
groups aM races. First, the vehicles for the discharge of the respon-
sibility for the provision of LMIH prior to January 1973 were Sections
235 and 236. Inherent problems with these programs, however, made
znplemcntation in same new communities difficult. Then these programs
were suspended. Recently, provisions have been made for Section 8
set-asides for new conceinities. This action should help in making
fore I1'IIH available to new oonmunities.

Third, the block grant funding approach contained in the new
Act presents a potential conflict with Title Vii's low and noderate
incane objective. According to the new Act's provisions, local juris-
dictions appear to have been given the authority to decide where low and
moderate income housing will be located within their areas. Nothing in
the Act requires local jurisdictions to give priority to new caamunities,
thus forcing new towns to compete for a limited supply of housing
subsidies. In sum, these occurrences reduce the effectiveness of "best
effort" concepts usir1ly incorporated into project a9-recflEflts and naan
that there is less chance that such a goal will be achieved.

5. Capital Market Imperfections

The final rationale for a Federal presence to be discussed
here concerns the financial underpinnings of Title VII. Congress con-
cluded that the private capital market would not supply the needed long-
term financing for new community development because the degree of risk
involved in such ventures, as perceived by lenders, was greater than
they were willing to undertake. As long as lenders remained averse to
the risk they associated with new cwrnunities, an insufficient number of
new coimitnities, from society's viewpoint, would be produced. If the
Federal Government could redistribute some of the risk, then more long-
term funding would become available.

To a limited extent the congressional conclusion is borne out.
The Evaluation Report does indicate that the Title VII guarantee may be
responsible for Ue development of a few nore new towns than would be
the case in its absence. In other words, while sare of the 14 new b,vjns
currently guaranteed by HUT) would have been undertaken in substantially
similar form in the absence of Federal involvement, others are believed
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to be "net" additions to the stock of new toms. Arguing against the
"risk" rationale, however, is the existence of many new cawtiunities and
large-scale planned wiit developments, at various stages of &velop.'rcnt,
all proceeding without Federal financial assistance. Some had submitted
applications for Title VI:{ guarantees, but either voluntarily withdrew
or were discouraged by the government. These new tans are financed,
in the typical case, by shorter term capital, requiring periodic re-
financing (roll over), borrowed at somewhat higher rates of interest
than under Title VII, and they are frequently backed l a major diversi-
fied corporation. These corporations are usually major equity partners
in the ventures. It is apparent, therefore, that the value of the
guarantee is not sufficiently strong as to lure away all new town
development and that some private financing is available.

Although developers typically will not get as attractive
borrowing terms in the private sector and may have to yield to an equity
partner a substantial interest in the investment, they generally can get
financing without Title VII assistance. There is a sufficient ntrrber of
non-Title VII new communities or large-scale developments which provide
similar aricnities under develo3ment to argue against a Federal presence
based solely on a "risk" argLrnsnt.
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III.	 fCfJ1flCSI1IP OF NEW W1MJNITIES 20 OThER ODNMJNITY DEVEWP?ThT
Plc/GRAMS

In a very real sense, Title VII does not operate in a vacuum.
There exist many other programs that interact and interrelate with
it, some supporting the Title VII goals, other working at cross-
purposes. In tones of national grcth policy, these relationships
can be critical.

This section uses as a vehicle for analysis the hypothesis that
many of the goals and objectives of Title VII could be wet by an
agglomeration of existing carniunity development programs and acts. This
is not to say that the hypothesis has been tested and proven -- it merely
forms the theme for this brief discussion. One variant of this point
of departure or there assumes that much of the current Title '111 activity,
and perhaps all future Federal new wnmunity involvement, can be subsurnd
under the new blcck grant a1prcach incorporated in the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1974. In other words, according to this vietpoint,
since the New Communities Program is essontially a categorical program
aimed at improved ccsmunity develorzi-ent, it should be treated consistently
with other categorical CD aid programs end receive funding only to the
extent that block grant recipients view new cootnunities as a useful tool
in their overall CD program.

The rationale fir this aeproath can be found in the preliminary
drafts of the 1974 National Growth Report. The introduction noted
that some 22 major Federal planning and management assistance programs
exist that require unification. 8/ The in-olication is that much
di.lication, overiao, and conflict could be avoided, core efficient
,Federal assistance could ha provided, and that national gwsth policy
depends upon the judicious and coordinated application of programs from
more than one governmental sector.

Although only Federal community development programs are discussed
in this section, the actual list of programs and functions that relate
to Title VII is very much longer. The areas covered here include some
of the acre iinoorthnt interrelation-shins and should serve as exannles
of hag the goals and objectives of Title VII could be attained by CD
block grant funding ootelcd with other Federal programs.





8/	 "RepOrt to the Congress on National Growth and Developnt,"
P. IX.
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Block Grant Funding

In line with the NTe4 Federalism, the ccnnunity development block
grant funding approach, contained in the Housing and Urban Development
Act of U74 should operate to transfer decision-making regarding the
use of Federal funds to state and local jurisdictions. Block grant fund-
ing is designed to substitute for previous categorical coarnunity develop-
ment progreas such as urban Renewal and Modal Cities, Of course, these
Federal community develcornent programs involved direct Federal grants
rather than the loan guarantee role inherent in Title VII. Nonetheless,
New Cauaunities is a categorical CD program. If the New Carununities
Program were subsumed under the block grant approach, new towns would
have to go to local sources for new grants, loans, etc., making them
specifically dependent upon local entities.

None of the revenues allocated under the new Act have to be
expended on new ccsnunity-.related activity. New enmiunity entities,
ineligible to be block grant recipients and not receiving funds fran
other recipients under the formula aparoath, could apply for assistance
through the secretary's discretionary fund, which is set at 2 percent
of the total funding. But with many expected cczroetitors for such
revenue (there are six categories of eligible reHpiets under this
discretionary funJ), the asuunt mauc available to neve LcAwxs cannot he
expected to be large.

What makes this point especially critical is that in the past, new
cenrinmities have made substantial use of such categorical to tarts as.
open space and water/seicr grants, and unless cities channel block
grant funds to new tcrnns, there will be no replacement for Uüs assistance.

Proposed Land Use laqislation nd the 701 Program

There are several existing or proposed programs that can have
significant irrpact upon the Title VII objective of improved land use
planning. In 1974, the Reuse and Senate rejected an Interior DeparhTent
Bill (S. 268 and H.R. 10294) that was designed to encourage the states
to develop and administer a planning process and regulatory program for
land use (1) in areas of critical environmental concern, (2) around key
facilities,	 in large-scale developments, and (4) for regional benefit.
Sufficient support for this Dill was established to insure that it will
be resubmitted.

Section 701, Carprehensive Planning Assistande provides state and
local area jurisdictions with funds to conduct activity similar to that
envisioned under the land use planning legislation discussed above. In-
cluded in the scone of 701 planninr assistenca is the encouragement of
plans and prcxjraus to 4-vclc: Lire ncuirarrnts of, and possible locutions
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for, new conmunities or other large scale projects. Both 701 planning
assistance and the proposed land use bills clearly support and overlap
the objectives of Title VII by offering inducements to state and local
area jurisdictions to plan for large scale develop-rent. Another
alternative is for Title X to play a major role in land use planning
and develop-tent. Sinilar to Title VII, the infrequently used provisions
of Title X allow for governncnt assistance to developers for many of the
same activities as under Title VII including residential, oarrmercial,
and industrial land develop-rant. Although the size of, and financial
characteristics of, projects envisioned under Title X are somewhat
smaller than those under Title VII, it is conceivable that new urban
areas can be created under Title X.

It is possible, therefore, for the Departh-ent to rely on other
existing concainity developtent vehicles for its support of the new
comtunity concept if it takes a position in favor of local discretion
regarding the inportance of new tavns in an overall conmunity develop-
Rent strategy. These vehicles would include block grants, 701 assistance,
Title x, and other land use and development alternatives.
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IV. POLICY OPTIS

There are many directions in which the Federal effort in new
conmunity development might turn in order to achieve all or some of
the general objectives of Title Vii. Obviously, the full range of
options covers a major expansion of Federal support activity as wall
as a oxnplete withckawal of govenraent guarantees and technical support,
with a reliance on the private sector in catination with state and
local governoents for new tam creation. In between, the program can
be refocuned in order to errphasize particular functions of Federal
involvement, e.g., technical information transfer and dissemination,
or the experimental or laboratory nature of the program regarding
specific kinds of social planning, land use practices, and econanic
development. The follaving section' exoands upon the range of possi-
bilities which should not be considered mutually exclusive.




	Theoptions fall into four major headings: (1) maintaining
current Federal role; (2) major refocus of current activities without
substantial change in the number of communities; (3) major build-up
of Federal involvement; and (4) major phase-clown	 of Federal activities.

Maintaining Cur-rent Federal Role

Option 1	 Continue current Federal role, maintaining present approach
and direction of N.C.A. Program and pace of New Connvnities

Clearly, this option would require the least amount of change in
the present policy and in HUD structure. Ne ccmrunities would be
possible but made only in a severely limited number of cases which is
the direction in which NCA appears headed now. Primary activities would
involve monitoring existing Title VII towns, bargaining with develojcere,arid processing new applications. As was noted earlier, ha-,ever, even
i.der a "business-as-usual" strategy, a policy for dealing with the
default of existing federally-supported new communities must be developed.

It should be stressed here that the default of a particular developer
is not inconsistent with the long-rum financial viability of the new
canivJnity. There is no paradox in the concurrent observations of the
evaluation study that most new oorrunities appear to be financially sound
in the long-run and that many developers are experiencing or will shortly
be experiencing serious cash flow problems. ?inong other steps, MUD can
(1) subsidize the developers with respect to their interest payments
(although this nay require DM approval); (2) exercise various forms of
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forebearance including the attempt to obtain the participation of
local government and local financing sources to forestall foreclosure
through additional private loans; (3) foreclose upon a defaulting
mortgagor and resell to another developer; or (4) extend the guarantee.

Thus, the Federal Governrrent must make two distinct types of
decisions. First, regarding the status and viability of existingTitle VII new cormiunities, are the various forebearance options
preferable to a foreclosure stratcay? In making this decision, Federal
officials should consider the relative government-borne costs involved
in the various financial and legal transactions and seek to minimize
government losses.

The second decision is whether to accept new applications to any
appreciable extent. This decision hinges on whether we believe the
Federal C-ovcrnxrent should continue to guarantee future new ccamunity
development, quite apart from its obligations or entanglements at the
present time with particular developers. This should depend uponwhether new corrcnunities produce unique benefits which justify Federal
intervention to assure that they are not "under-produced." At present,the Depariarent has opted not to accept any nc',; applications pending a
oont].ete review of the program.

With regard to the first decision, the Evaluation report suggeststhat additional Federal exanititents to many (but probably not all) of
the new towns would not be wasteful because, in most cases, long-runfinancial viability appears quite likely in spite of shaky developrcntal
periods. This does not mean, of course, that we should not concurrently
attempt to strengthen equity participation, imarove the position of the
security pools, continue to tighten NCä administration, and work to
strengthen the organizational structure of new corilaunity developers.

With regard to the second decision, the Evaluation Report does not
tend to support a "business-as-usual' approach. It is difficult to
show that federally-assisted new towns prczüse significant benefits
that could not be achieved through alternative 'tans. In fact, the
only area in which federally-assisted new towns could be shown superiorto non-Title VII new conanities was in the provision of open space and
recreational facilities. In terms of the more important objectives
of land use planping, low and anderate incone housing, the provisionof social services, and innovations, the evidence is as yet incanplete
although it nay be that federally-guaranteed new towns will, in fact,
surpass private new towns and smaller PODs in quantity and quality in
providing these benefits. It is clear that the potential for substantial
provision exists in Title VII new communities.
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Th sunmarize, there are various ways in which	 can make "loans"
to currant davelopers if such infusions of money are necessary to keep
thorn solvent and are deenal cost-effective. If the communities are
viable in the long-run, we will have no trouble receiving repaymentsfor such loans. New eanmunities, however, should hinge on the observa-
tion of unique benefits steaming from new communities and the necessityof a Federal presence to assure such benefits.

Option 2	 Maintain current Federal role but increase Federal support
for the cm-rent new communities and step up the pace of new
cnrrnitnents

This option is the second of the "continuance of the current role"
possibilities. Unlike the first option, this one requires an expansionof the preqram through the encouragamont of a substantial nirber of new
applications and the possible expansion of front-end guarantee and
supplemental support programs.

71/2s is the case with Option 1, the findings of the Evaluation Report
do not actually support this option. Although the findings suggest that
federally sipported new towns are financially viable over the long-nnif they can raLe it through a shu;v davolopcrcnL period, wiLli only cc
limited exceptions, new towns have yet to demonstrate the ability to
confer unique benefits on their residents or society at large. '\l1ile
these generalizations suggest that in many cases, federally-guaranteednew towns now in existence should be helped through any current financial
'plight (at least to the extent that this plight results from conditions
beyond their control), they also suggest that new coaL brents should be
made quite sparingly, if at all, end that for any new co;nniUrents a form
of assistance other than the loan guarantee form of past conmita-ents
might be appropriate. This is feasible at ]east until currant canraitsents
bvercorne short run cash flow problems and demonstrate their ability to
provide the benefits expected of them.

If we cannot show that there are beneficial results stemming from
the Title VII program that would not be forthcoming in its absence, then
it is difficult to justify expanding the program and investing more
Federal dollars. In fact, the Evaluation Report could not develop any
conclusive proof that Title VII new communities have had a significant
impact on the sccio-econnic problems to which the Act was directed.
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Finally, there is reason to believe that smaller PUDs can provide
much of what is required of Title VII now catninitics without the heavy
involven-ent of the Federal Goventxnt. In sum, since it is not at all
clear that an expansion of the Title VII program can achieve any sub-
stantial benefits that would not accrue otherwise, it is difficulty to
justify an expansion of the program. Even when such a decision about
new communities is nude, however, there are several alternative Federal
roles with respect to involvemart with existing new communities. This
possibility leads directly to the next set of options.

Option 3	 Major alternation of Federal role to focus on experfrental
or laboratory functions

The evidence contained in the Evaluation Report, along with the
findings of other relevant studies and field experiences, indicates
that the benefits of a Federal presence in new community develop-rent
cannot be clearly established and that new towns, as a whole, are not
very innovative. Nonetheless, there is still a need to know what types
of, or particular features of living patterns could be potentially
innovative and have the potential for adoption by a variety of new
growth forms.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to consider the program as serving
a laboratory function applying such experimental tests as may be neces-
sary in order to discover innovative potential in such areas as land use
planning, the delivery of social servi, etc.

1\n important feature of this approach is the implication for new
cantiftents in the future. Although the appropriate nunter of new
communities for a laboratory role cannot be readily determined, new
cnrrn.trents under this aoproach should be exterdad only tvh'ere it can
be clearly demonstrated that a particular kind of innovation not now
under study can best be studied in an exj~ei_Mantal, new co=. unity
setting that does not new exist. The focus of the program would shift
almost exclusively to already - existing new oonrrunities. moreover,
in keeping with the recnnnendations of the Evaluation Report, any
future commitments would take the form of subsidies geared to particular
innovations rather than blanket loan guarantees.

The "end product" associated with this procedure would be trans-
ferrable advances in ].and use, social planning, and economic develop-
ment. In other words, the focus of an altered Title VII program would
not be the production of Federal new communities, but rather the
demonstration of alternatives in planning and development associated
with new tat technology. In this way, the benefits of new community
devele;:a'nt c.n be csLablis1ed along with a dcjtcccinatien of the nec/i
for a Fcdaual prccuice en such activity.
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icn_4.	 Major alteration of Federal role to one of catalyst
for a variety of new growth forms, including new
cnmnunities, PUts, etc.

This option differs fran the previous one in that the Federal
Government would becnna a "middleman,!' supplying information to
those private sector developers and state and local authorities that
appear to possess the potential for, or interest in, significantly
ixtpacting upon urban growth problems. This micElc'nan role could
involve both a passive or neutral stance centered around keeping a
Storehouse of infonration about new growth font that would be
available upon request and an active stance that centered around
channeling such information directly, to public and private parties who
are quite likely to be potential users. An even more active variant
of this dissemination/transfer approach would involve the Federal
Government in a technical assistance posture, assisting localities or
developers in the irrplentmtation of new techniques found useful and
transferrable. Such an approach could be integrated with a more general
capacity building effort growing out of Federal efforts under block
grant funding.

I'%s C,

	

Llan LN-'	 -,-U-cts IC	 effo-rl to
one of dissemination and transfer (ranging fran passive to active)
involving a variety of new grcc"rth font. The governrcent would not
focus its effort upon a Title VII proç,tain but would promote innovative
aspects of pZJDs, new cattmnities in general, and other growth fonts
.as well. Government studies and experimentation could focus, for
example, on ascertaining the environmental conditions under thith
different types of growth forms, flourish. The relative advantages
of a particular growth form in different types of market areas could
be doctzrented with the results provided to developers, financial
institutions, and State and local public officials zoning boards.

These studies or experiments could lead to a system that cortines
the test features of all growth forms. Speeding up the transfer of such
information could make a significant Lact upon uthan growth problems.
Included in this function would be material relative to alternative
financing trechenisms, new community development management technicuos,
and i ntra-and intergovennental relationships. A beneficial. by-product
would be increased reliance upon the private sector for new corrn'tunity
development -- a result not out of step with the desire for a lower
profile for Federal involvement in oonmunity planning and developrent.


